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Grim Dawn will get its second expansion this year and today Box Entertainment is sharing details of new features being added, Transbait. The game is fairly generous when it comes to drop speed, but the box wants players to be able to complete the set a little easier for the price. With the new transition system, players have the option to take duplicate set
items and replace them with the pieces they need for a set or other random set item. Converting a set item from the same set to an item is more expensive, but at least the player is guaranteed the item from the same set that is actually needed to complete the set. Players can effectively use the blueprints they already have, keep the materials in mind, create
them, and then change them to the items they actually need. The low-cost transition feature is a random feature that allows you to place unwanted set items and create completely random items from other sets. For example, a Level 94 Legendary set piece would be an item from another Legendary set of 84-94. The system is accessed through the inventor
and transmute functionality is available after the quest is completed. It's a great addition that should alleviate some frustration for players who want to complete the set. Pictured is the Law 7 side quest provided by Cargon in three conclaves from Dawn Wiki Enatoum's Toy. This quest unlocks the inventor's ability to convert a set of items into different items
from the same set. Kargon sent his great-time toss to retrieve his powerful magical toy, and he never returned. He is asked to retrieve it, suspecting Canen made of it. The goal [Edit | Edit Source] Is to take The Toy of Enatoum and bring the toy to Cargon from the passage of the three guides[Edit | Edit Source] Canen's body can be found in Sunbein Oasis.
Tome can be plundered from his body and returned to Cargon. Rewards [Edit | Edit] General Elite Ultimate XP 2000 22000 58000 Quest Log [Edit | Edit | Edit] Quest Log Kargon, a self-described inventor in three contests, was asked to find the missing object for him. Apparently he sent his understed to retrieve valuable tosses from the shipyard. It was two
days ago, and the last thing I heard about his student was that he was wandering somewhere in the Sunbein oasis east of Ka'an Pier. Kargon is the worst suspect... The eddy ran away with tosses. The apprentice is like Paris, but that torser is a kind of thing. Cargon asked to search the Sunbein Oasis for Tome in Enatoum. Finding an apprenticeship is
secondary. Goal: Searching for The Toil of Enathum, it is irregular to bring a toy to Cargon from three conclaves for some people and work from home, but for others, working from home is only part of the routine. Many companies are forced to It is impossible to work from home, since it is impossible to stick to the work during the COVID-19 epidemic and
lockout. Most people are not used to experiences like the new one. But others who don't have problems work from the comfort of their own home. If you are confused about how to work effectively at home with COVID-19, here are some useful tips: 1: Prepare and modify your work settings so that you can find and modify corners of your home that have
enough space to store official tools, including laptops, phones, files, books, or other tools related to your work. You may need more than one place to work from home, so you can place work-related items in a fixed location. It can help you find items quickly without having any problems finding them. Along with setting up the workspace, you also need setup
time. Solving the right time to work for your company is the most efficient way to work from home. Most people work while working to feel like an office environment that exists in the office. 2: If you think that working from home is not a need to dress, and that you can work with a nightsuit, you are well dressed. Because whether you're working in the office or
at home, you have to dress up well because it's a good impression for your employees. If you have a lot of daily, during meetings, or video interviews, you should look perfectly beautiful as an employee. One study showed that people who dressed to work from home were more productive than those who worked with a rough look. This is the most impressive
way to work remotely during COVID-19. 3: If you can relax at lunchtime with a shift, take a break. Before snacking, lunch or going to the kitchen, let your colleague know you're offline. Move your body for a simple walk if necessary, and walk inside the house, not outside. Keep in mind that if it's your top priority, you should stay six feet away from people with a
social duvet. Inhale fresh air and take long breaths while walking. It will keep you clean and active. 4: If you're working remotely on the Internet (VPN), you need to have access to the Internet when you work online. To submit daily files and perform tasks, websites, and emails, you must have access to your company's virtual private network. When you
connect with your company's VPN, you can save your files and websites by providing an online privacy and protection IP address. 5: Communication at home should be in constant contact with the team. You must interact directly with team members. Ask questions as soon as you go later. Keep an active mind to fully and quickly understand what is being
discussed in online meetings. Fully protect your files. It's time to communicate because working from home is a busy thing itself. Understand your role in projects provided by team members. Do not confuse under any circumstances, since there is no space for confusion while working from home during the COVID-19 epidemic. 6: Working online during a
lockout Promoting online work is a different level of work. You should only connect with your colleagues through the Internet. In these situations, the workplace can collapse every day. It should be promoted through an online platform. Social media platforms are the most powerful platforms for promoting your online work. We use hashtags on social media
platforms like Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, etc. If you fight illness with social isolation, social media works for you to promote your business. 7: Fun activities can do anything that things give you happiness with joy. Play online with your teammates or keep your mind refreshed with a new FAQ round on a short break. It will be an influential act, you will feel
progressive. It is very useful to relax and be happy. To entertain the official environment, we held a singing session with friends and colleagues. It will quickly release tension and boredom. Bottom line these are steps to keep yourself busy and work from home during this epidemic. You need to follow these interesting but simple steps to entertain your
quarantine. Picture Dawn's Picture Dawn Wiki items are available in various categories and have different levels of quality. Item Type Edit | Edit Source] Item Quality Edit | Edit Source Item Quality indicates the rarity of the item and decides which statistics and bonuses the item will have. It's hard to find high-quality items, but high-quality items don't always
get better for your character. Picture Dawn will use a color code similar to the Titan quest to indicate the rarity of the item. The main qualities [Edit | Edit Source] broken items (gray) broken items are low quality versions of common items. Unlike titan quests, broken items will disappear when they fall in Grimm Dawn. Common items (white) are the easiest to
find and are frequently deleted from monsters and containers. In rare cases, some white items may have magical properties. Magical items (gold/orange) rare items with standard magic properties. Typically, there are one or two attachments that indicate what characteristics might be there. Rare items (green) Rare items can have the same properties as
magical items, but there are also more powerful attachments that are exclusive. Monsters can be found with this level of rare quality. Monsters rarely lack attachment but have their own properties. Epic items (blue) include unique items and item sets. Unlike low-quality items, Epic items do not have a default item type. Enclosure. Rather, they have their own
unique attributes and statistics. They also have unique names and entry art. Legendary items (purple) are another layer of unique items, higher quality and rarer than Epic items. These are the rarest items in the game. Other Qualities [Edit | Editing Source] Gray-Iron Bit. Lavender - Quest items, crafting materials and notes are available in this color. Orange -
components, blueprints and recipes appear in color. Light yellow - a higher grade (rarer) component. Xian - Relics. Olive green - augmented. red - consumables such as potions; It will be displayed in red until the player picks it up. Item Level [Edit | Edit Source] Item level indicates the minimum required level or chest (which may differ from the level required
for the player to equip) that a particular item may drop. The item level is the level of attachment that an item can have. Many items have several possible item levels, so players can use them throughout the game - especially monster rare items and quest reward items. Epic items below level 50 also have a higher level of authorization and a higher mythic
aom. Statistical deviations [Edit | Edit Source] item statistics, attachments and bonuses from the picture dawn will often come with random statistical deviations. Statistics have an intrinsic default value, after which the % deviation can vary up or down. Therefore, if the default value of the statistic is +100 and there is a deviation of 30%, you can roll between
+70 and +130. In addition, statistics are always rounded up. Down.
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